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this book, and hopefully it woke something up in you, but this is just 

the beginning. You now need to do the work on yourself and in your 

own life. Nobody can do that part for you.

Let it drive you to get unstuck and find peace in your own body 

and in your own home. Take that peace with you and spread it across 

the globe. We don’t need well-intentioned people fleeing society and 

running for the hills anymore. We need you here, and we need you to 

be present. Our children’s children need this of us. Our planet needs it. 

All the life around us needs us back on the right side of this equation.

This starts with each and every one of us, and it starts now.

I respectfully bow to the Urban Monk in you.

Let’s do this.

ResouRCes

CHAPteR 1
Video on shaking It out

It’s important to see this one, so check out the video at:

theurbanmonk.com/resources/ch1

Boosting the Immune system and Vitality

There are lots of great herbs and tonics out there to help boost the 

immune system and help offset stress. Here are a few I like:

Reishi Mushrooms

Help modulate immunity and are adaptogenic

Eleuthero (Siberian Ginseng)

Helps boost energy and adapt to stress

Asian Ginseng

A bit warmer and more tonifying than the Siberian variety

American Ginseng

Cooler and more sedating than the other ginsengs, yet packs a punch 

to boost immunity

Astragalus

Helps raise qi and lengthen telomeres, leading to longevity

The above herbs and tonics can be cooked in with the Urban 

Monk Soup recipes mentioned in Chapters 3 and 6. I’ve included a 

couple of them here in the Chapter 6 Resources.

Places to Get Classic Chinese formulas

Chinese formulas are fantastic medicine, but you want to make sure 

you get them from a reputable place. Lots of the stuff grown in Asia 
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CHAPteR 2
four-Count Breathing Meditation track

I’ve included a bonus meditation track to support the practice I taught 

in this chapter. This track was recorded in a professional sound studio 

with some great engineers. Enjoy it!

theurbanmonk.com/resources/ch2

time Dilation Qi Gong Practice on Video

This is another practice you’d probably want to see. Here’s a video of me 

doing it so you can get a sense of speed, cadence, and depth of stances.

theurbanmonk.com/resources/ch2

Candle Meditation Video Demo

Again, a lot of these practices have been taught by direct transmission 

for millennia. Here’s a video of me demonstrating the practice. I need 

you to nail this so your practice takes you places.

theurbanmonk.com/resources/ch2

Calendar and Productivity Apps

There are more of these coming daily, so I’ve created a page with 

up-to-date lists of apps I like for time management and productivity. 

With wearable devices and the Quantified Self movement flourishing, 

it’s important to stay up on what’s new here.

Check this resource out at:

theurbanmonk.com/resources/ch2

Brainwave Meditation tracks

The two companies that have done great work in this space have both 

been around for a long time. In contrast, there have been many 

upstarts that have not withstood the test of time and lots of impostors 

in the space. Here are the two that I like:

The Monroe Institute

They kind of started this party and have been doing fantastic work 

is unregulated and laden with nasty chemicals and heavy metals. 

Because this is an ever-changing landscape, I’ve included a list of 

places I like and will update this list as new companies come up and 

other ones fall off the wagon. Check it out here:

theurbanmonk.com/resources/ch1

tai Chi exercises

Here are a couple tai chi QiGong videos for you:

theurbanmonk.com/resources/ch1/taichi

Caffeine substitutes

Lemon Water

Often just a cup of hot water with a lemon slice in it will fulfill  

the ritual of getting in your cup of joe and will help detoxify the 

body.

Sparkling Water

You can’t pound this stuff, and it’s a nice drink to sip on all day.

Hot Apple Cider

Tasty and caffeine-free, this helps satisfy the tastebuds and gives us a 

bit of a treat.

Peppermint Tea

It helps move liver qi and stimulates our energy flow naturally with-

out the jerky feeling we get from caffeine.

Heart Rate Variability (HRV)

This stuff has been around for a while now, and some smart people 

swear by it. The Heart Math Institute is doing lots of research, and 

many organizations have accepted HRV as an acceptable marker for 

stress and resilience. You can find out more at:

heartmath.com/
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Detox Guide

Well.org created a comprehensive detox guide that I’d like to share 

with you. There are lots of things to consider before jumping into a 

cleanse or a detoxification routine, and this guide can help walk you 

through them.

theurbanmonk.com/resources/ch3

functional fitness

I’ve got a couple of heroes doing great work in this realm and think 

you should check them out.

Dr. Tim Brown is amazing. He’s been working with elite athletes 

for years and is really on the cutting edge of sports medicine. Here’s 

his site:

intelliskin.net/

Dr. Eric Goodman has also made waves, and his Foundation 

Training is excellent. Check it out here:

foundationtraining.com/

Finally, some great work is being done by Pavel Kolar out of 

Prague. You need to check it out at:

rehabps.com/REHABILITATION/Home.html

Adrenal Reset: Dr. Alan Christianson

Dr. Alan Christianson has done some amazing work, and he’s a hero. 

He’s a fantastic natural medicine doctor and is great with toxicity and 

adrenal issues. You can visit his Web site at: drchristianson.com/

For other qualified practitioners, look at the Institute for Functional 

Medicine: functionalmedicine.org

CHAPteR 4
Coffee swaps

In the resources for Chapter 1, I shared some caffeine substitutes, and 

here I’d like to recommend some swaps for coffee.

for a long time. With immersion experiences and lots of powerful data 

behind them, these guys are great.

monroeinstitute.org/

Centerpointe Research

This company has also been around for years. I’ve personally used 

this stuff and recommended it to patients. It works and can really 

calm stress and build resilience.

centerpointe.com/

Here are some tracks I created for you at:

theurbanmonk.com/resources/ch2/braintracks

CHAPteR 3
Mold Resources

bulletproofexec.com/moldy-movie-toxic-mold-exposure-documentary/

urban Monk Qigong Practices (Levels 1 and 2)

These are powerful exercises that will revitalize your qi, boost your 

Essence, and invigorate your Shen . . . no kidding. There is one con-

dition, though: You have to do them! I’ve produced these videos just 

for my readers (you!) and hope you take advantage of them. Do 

Level 1 in the mornings and Level 2 in the evenings for best results. 

This will balance yin and yang and help set the tone for your circa-

dian rhythm.

Here’s the link to access them:

theurbanmonk.com/resources/ch3

tonic Herbalism

Tonics have helped millions of people get their mojo back and can cer-

tainly help you. In Chapter 3, I listed the tonic herbs that I like. You can 

find a list of the companies I recommend for high-end tonics at:

theurbanmonk.com/resources/ch3

For soup recipes, see Chapter 6 entries on page 250.
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faraday Cages

These block static and slow magnetic fields, creating an  electricity-free 

zone inside. Used for science experiments and named after Michael 

Faraday, who invented them in 1836, these ideal hollow cages have 

recently been used by people trying to avoid exposure to EMFs. I’ve 

slept in an insulated room that had been “Faradayed out” and had 

one of the best nights of sleep I’d had in years. Worth a look.

Here’s a blog on how to build your own:

thesurvivalistblog.net/build-your-own-faraday-cage-heres-how/.

CHAPteR 5
Creeping and Crawling

We’re learning that we go through certain developmental arcs as we 

grow from infant to toddler. In modern times, some of these develop-

mental steps are being skipped as parents put their kids into “jump-

ers” and other props that help keep them from roaming. We’re now 

seeing some developmental disorders emerge in kids (and adults) who 

skipped creeping and went straight to crawling or simply went straight 

from crawling to walking too soon. Some great facilities are dealing 

with this and getting remarkable results with learning disorders, bal-

ance issues, and behavioral stuff. The parents are also seeing benefits 

as they return to “3D” and have to use their bodies from the ground 

up again. Here’s a great resource on it:

rehabps.com/REHABILITATION/Home.html

You can also find some additional facilities I like on the following 

resources page:

theurbanmonk.com/resources/ch5

kung fu square Horse stance

The main stance in Chinese kung fu is called the Square Horse stance, 

and it is the basis of much of the practice. This is a great stance to hang 

out in because it strengthens the legs and glutes, improves balance, takes 

pressure off the lower back, and helps generate more energy for the body.

If you are going to drink coffee, I recommend Bulletproof:

bulletproofexec.com

The stuff is great and clean, and Dave Asprey is a stud. Most peo-

ple do great with coffee, but this section is for people who can’t sleep 

and need to tone down on caffeine.

Here are some swaps for coffee if you need a break:

Green tea: It has a nice balance of caffeine and L-theanine, which 

helps keep you calm and stimulated.

Yerba maté: Naturally stimulating, this stuff provides a good buzz 

and gets the job done.

rooibos tea: This African red tea is rich, and flavorful, and is 

mildly stimulating.

eMf Resources

There are tons of resources online on this, but it’s the Wild West out 

there for EMF products, so I won’t put any links in print, as the sci-

ence is still dicey and people are selling all kinds of questionable 

items. Check out my resource page for the latest information on this 

subject:

theurbanmonk.com/resources/ch4

This is an issue we’ll have to keep dealing with in our culture, but 

there are lots of fear-mongering companies selling stuff that they 

claim is “quantum” yet has no real scientific background. I’ll have my 

team do the homework and put the most reasonable articles and 

resources up on this subject.

Wall shielding

lessemf.com/wiring.html/emfsafetystore.com

Calming sleep Meditation

Here’s a link to a track I created with Holosync technology in the 

background that’s designed to help you sleep:

theurbanmonk.com/resources/ch4

Put on some headphones and have the track guide you gently to 

deeper, more relaxed brain states.
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Online: www.sciencemag.org/content/307/5709/584.abstract? 

sid=b27f80a3-1e62-4759-b104-b5171391c8f7

Calories Burned Standing vs Sitting, Livestrong Foundation, August 

2011. Online: www.livestrong.com/article/73916- calories-burned- 

standing-vs.-sitting/

Exercise physiology versus inactivity physiology: an essential concept 

for understanding lipoprotein lipase regulation, Exercise and 

Sports Science Reviews, Volume 32, Issue 4, October 2004. 

Online: http://journals.lww.com/acsm-essr/Abstract/2004/10000/

Exercise_Physiology_versus_Inactivity_Physiology_.7.aspx

Desk kung fu stances

Once you’ve got your Square Horse down, you can start with a num-

ber of other stances in a series that will work different leg muscles, 

To get into a Square Horse stance, start with your feet together 

and then open from your heels as far as you can turn out, then do the 

same from the balls of your feet. Do it one more time turning out 

from your heels, and then finally bring the balls of your feet halfway 

further to point the toes forward. This is the appropriate width for 

your stance. Now, settle into it by sinking down. Your weight should 

be balanced between the centers of your feet and your heels, and your 

pelvis should be neutral. This means your butt isn’t sticking out 

behind you, nor is it tucked in. Sink and settle while breathing to the 

lower dantian. Here’s a picture of the stance:

For more information, check out:

theurbanmonk.com/resources/ch5

sitting Health Consequences

Amount of time spent in sedentary behavior in the US, 2003-2004. 

American Journal of Epidemiology, Volume 167 Number 4, 2008. 

Online:http://aje.oxfordjournals.org/content/167/7/875.full.pdf+html

Leisure time spent sitting in relation to total mortality in prospective 

cohort of US Adults, American Journal of Epidemiology, Volume 

172 Number 4, 2010. Online: http://aje.oxfordjournals.org 

/content/ 172/4/419.full.pdf+html?sid=89f676d6-cad1-4552-9a16 

-efb73ae68137

Pennington Biomedical Research Center (quote from Is Sitting a 

Lethal Activity?, New York Times, April 14, 2011.) Online: http://

www.nytimes.com/2011/04/17/magazine/mag-17sittingt.html

Interindividual variation in posture allocation: possible role in human 

obesity, Science, Volume 307 Number 5709, January 2005. 
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Bosu Ball eyes Closed exercise

This one may be hard to visualize, so I’ve included a demo video of it 

for you here:

theurbanmonk.com/resources/ch5

CHAPteR 6
Healthy sauerkraut Recipe

1 head cabbage, cored and shredded to a fairly even texture

1 onion, chopped (this is a good source of prebiotics in the form of 

inulin)

Fresh dill (to taste), finely chopped

1 tablespoon caraway seeds

2 tablespoons noniodized salt

In a large bowl, combine the cabbage and onion. Add the dill, cara-

way seeds, and salt and stir to combine. Pack tightly into a large 

Mason jar (or series of them to get it all in), making sure to get any air 

bubbles out. Leave 1 to 11⁄2" at the top of each jar. (One head of cab-

bage is enough for one large Mason jar.)

Leave the jar slightly open for a week to allow fermentation and 

then seal.

You could eat the sauerkraut within a week, but it gets better with 

time. Three weeks is ideal.

Here’s a video I did with Summer Bock on the subject:

www.theurbanmonk.com/resources/ch6

soups

The Urban Monk uses soups to restore qi and nourish the body. In 

the old days, we’d cook medicinal soups in clay herb pots, but 

today, we have slow cookers, which are awesome. In the following 

recipes, simply combine the ingredients in a slow cooker and let  

it cook for at least 6 hours. If you’re adding big bones, I’d go a 

build qi, and bring more stability. I’ve put together a basic sequence 

that I teach at many of the companies we work with. Hang in each 

during your breaks for up to 5 minutes, and simply breathe down to 

your lower dantian. Here are a few to start you off, and you can also 

check out the video I created on this at:

theurbanmonk.com/resources/ch5

Desk exercises

There’s a great little circuit workout we created at Well.org for our 

corporate clients. It helps keep the day moving and fun, and it switches 

things up. Here’s a link to a video on it:

theurbanmonk.com/resources/ch5

earthing Pads

Clint Ober and Dr. Stephen Sinatra have created a pad that plugs into 

the grounding cable in your electrical outlet and helps ground your 

electrons into the earth. You can put these under your desk, bed, or 

wherever else you hang out a lot. Check them out here:

earthing.com/

environmental Design

Setting up your environment to help optimally suit your needs for 

movement is critical. Make it so you need to get up and move. Sit on 

the ground and have useful toys around that make you better. Sur-

round yourself with good food that’s high in nutrition and low in 

empty calories. Stock your fridge with only good food. Use natural 

light and get fresh air. The Urban Monk looks at every aspect of his 

environment and makes moves to optimize them. How can you make 

your car more peaceful? What can you do to avoid collapsing your 

postural muscles on a flight?

No stone should be left unturned. Take the time and think through 

all the places you go and time you spend throughout your week, and 

see what you can optimize for better mood, performance, posture, 

and agility.
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Bosu Ball eyes Closed exercise

This one may be hard to visualize, so I’ve included a demo video of it 

for you here:

theurbanmonk.com/resources/ch5

CHAPteR 6
Healthy sauerkraut Recipe

1 head cabbage, cored and shredded to a fairly even texture

1 onion, chopped (this is a good source of prebiotics in the form of 

inulin)
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Here’s a video I did with Summer Bock on the subject:

www.theurbanmonk.com/resources/ch6
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build qi, and bring more stability. I’ve put together a basic sequence 

that I teach at many of the companies we work with. Hang in each 

during your breaks for up to 5 minutes, and simply breathe down to 
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earthing.com/
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round yourself with good food that’s high in nutrition and low in 

empty calories. Stock your fridge with only good food. Use natural 

light and get fresh air. The Urban Monk looks at every aspect of his 

environment and makes moves to optimize them. How can you make 

your car more peaceful? What can you do to avoid collapsing your 

postural muscles on a flight?

No stone should be left unturned. Take the time and think through 

all the places you go and time you spend throughout your week, and 

see what you can optimize for better mood, performance, posture, 

and agility.
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6 grams He Shou Wu (Polygoni Multiflori Radix) (This is a great 

tonic herb that builds vitality.)

3 grams Chen Pi (This is sun-dried tangerine peel [Citri Leiocar-

pae Exoparpium], and it helps move qi.)

1 handful wolfberries (Himalayan gogi, Lycii Fructus)

If you need more yang energy, you can also add 3 to 6 grams of Du 

Zhong (Eucommiae Cortex) to boost vitality.

Let this one cook for 8 hours (longer if you’ve included big bones) 

and drink hot.

Home Gardening Guide

Well.org has produced a fantastic home gardening guide for begin-

ners. Check it out here:

well.org/homegardening

fasting Done Right

Well.org also has a great fasting guide that can help you decide which 

type of fast is best for you. Grab it here:

well.org/fasting

MufAs

Not all fats are unhealthy. Monounsaturated fatty acids (MUFAs) are 

a healthy type of fat. Replacing less-healthy fats, such as saturated fats 

and trans fats, with unsaturated fats, such as MUFAs and polyunsat-

urated fats, is a great way to go.

Consuming these may help lower your risk of heart disease by 

improving your risk factors. MUFAs may lower your total and 

low-density lipoprotein (LDL) cholesterol levels but maintain your 

high-density lipoprotein (HDL) cholesterol level.

Here’s a list of foods rich in MUFAs:

Olive oil

Nuts, such as almonds, cashews, pecans, and  macadamias

Canola oil

minimum of 24 hours and add a little vinegar to help break them 

down.

As for the herbs, here’s a list of suppliers of clean culinary and 

medicinal herbs:

theurbanmonk.com/resources/ch6

Taoist Tonic Soup Recipe

Place dried legumes of your choice in a bowl with water and soak 

overnight. The next day, drain the legumes and set aside.

Choose either grass-fed beef (round roast) or a lamb shank and 

add it to a slow cooker. The meat has a warming quality and will 

juice up your yang qi, so add more as needed. If you don’t need the 

“pow,” cut a whole chicken into large pieces, leaving the bones in, 

and place in the slow cooker. If you’re a vegetarian, simply add more 

beans.

Choose a fresh variety of vegetables that are seasonal (such as 

celery, broccoli, bell peppers, carrots, and peas) and chop into uni-

form pieces. Sweet potatoes are nice to add for flavor. Add the vege-

tables to the slow cooker along with the reserved soaked legumes and 

stir to combine.

Next, stir in the following herbs:

6 pieces jujube dates (These help build blood.)

6 grams astragalus (These are not edible but will enhance the soup 

and help you boost qi. You can leave them in the soup but don’t 

eat them.)

6 grams ginseng (This is also a powerful qi tonic. If you slow cook 

them long enough, you can eat these.)

Finally, I like to add a cup of glutinous rice, which makes it more 

like a porridge.

Cook on high heat for 6 hours. Let it cool slightly and eat it warm.

Taoist Sex Tonic

Use a lamb shank with bones in this one and, again, seasonal vegetables 

of your choice. Add to the slow cooker along with the following herbs:
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juice up your yang qi, so add more as needed. If you don’t need the 

“pow,” cut a whole chicken into large pieces, leaving the bones in, 

and place in the slow cooker. If you’re a vegetarian, simply add more 

beans.

Choose a fresh variety of vegetables that are seasonal (such as 

celery, broccoli, bell peppers, carrots, and peas) and chop into uni-

form pieces. Sweet potatoes are nice to add for flavor. Add the vege-

tables to the slow cooker along with the reserved soaked legumes and 

stir to combine.

Next, stir in the following herbs:

6 pieces jujube dates (These help build blood.)

6 grams astragalus (These are not edible but will enhance the soup 

and help you boost qi. You can leave them in the soup but don’t 

eat them.)

6 grams ginseng (This is also a powerful qi tonic. If you slow cook 

them long enough, you can eat these.)

Finally, I like to add a cup of glutinous rice, which makes it more 

like a porridge.

Cook on high heat for 6 hours. Let it cool slightly and eat it warm.

Taoist Sex Tonic

Use a lamb shank with bones in this one and, again, seasonal vegetables 

of your choice. Add to the slow cooker along with the following herbs:
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of people to Cliff, and he’s always delivered on education and overall 

experience.

outdoor Adventure schools

There are a couple of schools that have been taking kids out for years. 

As a parent, you want your kids to have this kind of experience, and 

both of the following groups have a good track record.

The National Outdoor Leadership School: nols.edu/

Outward Bound: outwardbound.org/

Here’s a great directory for other schools: outdoored.com/.

CHAPteR 8
Heart-Centered Meditation

Again, let’s show you what this looks like:

theurbanmonk.com/resources/ch8

the five Animals Video

This is funky, so you’ll need to see it. Here’s a video walking you 

through each of them and how to “play” the animals:

theurbanmonk.com/resources/ch8

Professor Carl totton

My main teacher. He's a genius and living treasure chest.

taoistinstitute.com

Getting uncomfortable

There are some great ways to get out of your shell, make some friends, 

and confront some fears. I like public speaking and improvisational 

comedy.

Toastmasters has been doing this for a long time, and they have 

clubs all over the place. They help regular people face their fear of 

public speaking by giving them lots of practice at it. This changes lives.

Here’s a link to them: toastmasters.org/.

For improv, you’ll have to search for a local school. I have the 

Avocados

Nut butters

Olives

Peanut oil

Digestive enzymes

Different enzymes break down different types of food. You may have 

issues with a particular one that’s deficient, or maybe your whole 

system is challenged by now. You can experiment with the right 

enzyme for the type of food that bothers you the most. Here’s a list of 

the different types and what they break down:

Proteases and peptidases split proteins into small peptides and 

amino acids.

Lipases split fat into three fatty acids and a glycerol molecule.

Amylases split carbohydrates such as starch and sugars into simple 

sugars like glucose.

You can get a pill with all three main types or get them separately 

and see how they help with different foods. Getting to know your 

body better will yield some great wisdom.

CHAPteR 7
silent Walking Video

This is a little funky, so let me show you what it looks like:

theurbanmonk.com/resources/ch7/naturewalk

Primitive skills Course

Learning how to survive in the wild with our most primitive technol-

ogy is empowering and beautiful. Cliff Hodges is the man. He’s been 

doing this for a long time and isn’t a weird cultish person like some 

others in the industry. Here’s a link to his school:

adventureout.com/

There are others out there that people swear by, but I’ve sent lots 
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You can get a pill with all three main types or get them separately 

and see how they help with different foods. Getting to know your 

body better will yield some great wisdom.

CHAPteR 7
silent Walking Video

This is a little funky, so let me show you what it looks like:

theurbanmonk.com/resources/ch7/naturewalk

Primitive skills Course

Learning how to survive in the wild with our most primitive technol-

ogy is empowering and beautiful. Cliff Hodges is the man. He’s been 

doing this for a long time and isn’t a weird cultish person like some 
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Fortune 500, which is all about profits with no eye on sustainability.

Check out this awesome resource:

gamechangers500.com/

sustainable funds

There’s been some great movement in conscious capital, and I’ve been 

keeping my finger on the pulse. We’ve created a resource with up-to-

date information on funds that are aligning with sustainable practices 

and putting their money where their mouth is. This list will continue 

to evolve, so visit:

theurbanmonk.com/resources/ch9

Let’s vote with our dollars and really drive the change we want to 

see in the world.

CHAPteR 10
taoist Dantian Meditation Video

Let me show you what this one looks like when I do it:

theurbanmonk.com/resources/ch10

third eye Meditation

Again, let’s make sure your hands are in the right position here. This 

video will walk you through this practice:

theurbanmonk.com/resources/ch10

Backcountry Companies

REI is a great company, and they can help you get equipped and out 

there. You’ll need a stove, shelter depending on where you are, a water 

filter, and other gear. It doesn’t have to cost a fortune. You can rent 

certain pieces and grow your kit from there. Get a weekender under 

your belt and then go farther and longer out from there. You can find 

organized hikes on their bulletin boards and can meet all sorts of 

interesting people at them.

Check out: rei.com/.

They are a co-op and a great example of the many ways a sustain-

able business gives back.

Get out there and have fun!

benefit of being around Los Angeles, so there’s a ton of this stuff. 

Most towns have a comedy club, though, so that’s a great place to 

start. Find out if there’s any formal training they offer or know of. 

You may be able to get into a local group and play at it. It’ll be fun 

and help you not take yourself so seriously.

CHAPteR 9
Debt Counseling

Getting into debt is no joke, and too many people are saddled with 

this burden. You need a plan to get out and never get stuck under that 

weight again. It takes some discipline, but it is well worth it. Here’s a 

resource for you to get started:

nfcc.org/

Media Academy

Well.org has been helping small businesses step up and implement 

online business and media strategies with great success. Most entre-

preneurs and small businesses know that they need to go online and 

have a presence but have been confused about where to start and what 

to do. Well.org created a comprehensive course that has been helping 

people with this. Check it out:

media.well.org/

B Corporations

These are the way forward. Well-intentioned companies are moving 

in this direction, and there’s a lot of buzz around this. If you’re in 

business, I highly recommend you consider electing to become a 

 Benefit Corporation and going through the credentialing process.

bcorporation.net/

Game Changers 500

This company was founded by my friend Andrew Hewitt, and it is 

changing the game. Essentially, what are the top 500 companies that 

give a shit and are making a difference? How can we reshape value for 

a company, and what criteria do we use? It is a great contrast to the 

1 line 

long
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